
The CAS Insights module allows you to analyse the totality of your customs operations. As it’s fully
integrated with the CAS declarations and Special Procedures modules, it consolidates data of your
self-filed declarations. Moreover, it can centralise retroactively uploaded declarations that were filed
by your external customs brokers or your worldwide subsidiaries.

The pre-delivered dashboards and reports provide insights into the amount and types of
declaration filings and duty payments. Pre-defined KPIs and charts make it easy to analyse the
reasons for manual work your team had to do as well as the duties you had to pay. This helps you
reduce manual work in your customs processes and save on customs duties going forward.

The Insights module regularly gets enhanced with more dashboards and charts, providing more
insights over time.
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Envision a Customs Control Tower
Product sheet Insights



Declarations and Special Procedures data from your customs operations in CAS gets visualised in
easy-to-read graphs. The standardised reports and views provide information on the number of
declarations by creation month, the number of declarations requiring manual work, the amount of
duties by country of dispatch, top 10 items by duties, and much more.

CAS Insights automatically includes your declarations and  Special Procedures data. Next to that, you
can upload declarations filed by your customs brokers in countries that are not supported by CAS yet.
This provides a worldwide view on your customs business.

Data can be filtered by status, country of dispatch or destination, and more so you can get the
information you need. Content graphs can be easily downloaded for further analysis.

In the future, CAS Insights will be extended with dashboards on suspended duties, savings because of
preferential origin, and a financial KPIs dashboard for your finance department.
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How it works
Product sheet Insights



Identify duty and administration cost savings and detect errors and anomalies in
data and processes. 

Full visibility for you and your management team via dashboards with KPIs, charts,
and maps that are relevant for your customs business.

Effortless and hassle-free. CAS Insights works out-of-the-box with CAS. No need for
a dedicated analytics product, no need for manual export and import data. The
necessary data is pulled from your CAS declarations and Special Procedures.

Centralised platform for company-wide customs data, including data provided by
your customs brokers or your worldwide subsidiaries. 

CAS Insights provides you with the data you need to give insights back to the
organisation and support organisational growth. Break free from Excel spreadsheets
and email notifications. Break into your data with CAS Insights.

Wilt u meer informatie of wenst u contact met ons op te nemen? Raadpleeg dan
onze website of stuur een e-mail naar info@customs4trade.com. 

For more information or to contact us, visit our website
or email: info@customs4trade.com

Get in touch
We’d love to hear from you.

Motstraat 30
2800 Mechelen 

Office F4, CT3 Building
Wigan Investment Centre,
Waterside Drive Wigan WN3 5BA

Belgium

United Kingdom
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Key benefits

CAS helps us support our rapidly expanding export customers.
We are realising significant improvements in the time-critical

export shipment process. With the investment in our Wielsbeke
plant, we will increase our capacity by 50%. CAS helps the

shipping department keep pace with our growth and realise
bottom-line customs duty savings. 

Carmen Wallays, Procurement & Logistics Director, Agristo
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